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Author Bio – Mary A. Shafer
Mary A. Shafer grew up around cats. First, it was an

endless succession of gray tigers at her grandparents’ farm in the
Allegheny Mountains of Pennsylvania, her home state. At first, they
were all named Turpentine, or—more affectionately—simply,
“Turp.” Later on, the look remained the same, but the name changed
at some point to “Tim.” After all those years of hard work, her
grandparents were tired and the monosyllabic name just seemed
easier.

Then it was her first family cat, a long-haired orange tabby
named Puff, after the little kitten in the Dick, Jane and Sally readers.

Poor, long-suffering Puff, who knew the terrors of life with three small children. She was followed by
Muffin, an adventurous, black-and-white magpie who delighted in chattering to the birds for hours through
the family room picture window. During these tumultuous years leading up to Mary’s parents’ divorce, she
learned how much comfort a cat can be.

She sorely missed that comfort during a lonely year at a far-off university. When she returned
home and moved out on her own, Mary made her first two adoptions: a brother-and-sister pair of black
kittens she named Waylon and Jessie. Next came Anais, a caramel-colored tabby who lived up to her
literary name when she would lie across Mary’s shoulders as she read.

Then, for several years, change in jobs and living conditions prevented Mary from having cats.
She found a loving home for Anais and vowed never again to find herself in a situation where she couldn’t
keep her tiny, furry family members with her. When things settled down, Casper—an all-white domestic
shorthair with loads of personality and two different-colored eyes—wandered into her life after a
thunderstorm. He was soon joined by another stray, a tuxedo hellion named Leo.

Mary later created a family that included Tigger, a gray tiger with immense green eyes and a
cinnamon nose. He was joined by Weaver, another tuxedo, scraped up off the highway after being hit by a
car. Soon, Idgie came along, a long-haired gray domestic with a white bib, white paws and no eyes. She
was a rescue from a pet store adoption program. Just a few years later, Winkie joined the clan, a handsome
domestic shorthair with one eye. And the latest addition to the family is Boo Kitty, a small gray tiger with a
spinal cord injury, rescued from euthanasia at a local SPCA.

Through it all, Mary has been a writer; sometimes casually, sometimes as a part-time career, and
most recently, full-time. In 2005, she also became an independent book publisher.

Her bewhiskered companions have always served as muses, and the four most recent widened her
awareness about special needs pets. This was the inspiration for her latest book, Almost Perfect: Disabled
Pets and the People Who Love Them. Mary contributed the anchor essay and edited the book, which
concludes with a humorous piece by CWA member Roberta Beach Jacobson.
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